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Travel, Learn and Explore

BUILD AN AUtomoBile-3D
The History of Automobiles

Age:  - Authors: E. Tomè, V. Manuzzato  - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Pages: 14
Publication date: November 2017

The ‘road’ that led us to the invention of cars is long and winding. Buckle 
up and set out to discover all the extraordinary stages that led us from the 
romantic horse-drawn carriage to the modern and superfast Formula 1 
racing car! In this book, read about the history of automobiles, and then have 
fun constructing a model of your own Ford Model T.

31 x 19 cm 
(12” x 7.5”)

A 14-page book on the history of 
automobiles.
Many curious and fascinating facts to 
discover about cars and their evolution.
A detailed model of the historical Ford 
Model T car.
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Travel, Learn and Explore

BUILD A BoAT-3D
The History of Ships

Age:  - Authors: V. Bonaguro, V. Manuzzato - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Pages: 14
Publication date: October 2017

Navigation is an art that is as old as time itself. Explore the fascinating world 
of ships, discover interesting facts, learn how ships changed through the 
ages, see how they worked for yourself! Build the 3D steamship model and 
see the emblem of the Mississippi up close!

43 x 18 cm 
(16.6” x 7”)

 Included in the package is a 
14-page illustrated book on the  
history of navigation.
Loads of interesting facts about ships  
and how they developed. 
A detailed 3D model of a Mississippi steamship 
for you to build.
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Age:  - Authors: V. Facci, V. Manuzzato - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Book: 14 pages
Publication date: November 2017

Travel, Learn and Explore

68.5 x 20 cm
(27” x 7.8”)

BUILD the titanic-3D
The History of the Titanic

Do you know the maximum number of passengers who could board the 
Titanic? Did you know there were a gymnasium, a swimming pool and a 
squash court on board? What was different about the first, second and third 
classes? Read all the curious facts about the famous transatlantic ocean liner 
and build your 3D model to navigate across history… and legend!
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This large set includes a 14-page 
book on flight and a case containing 
all the pieces you need to build 
a detailed model airplane. The 
fascinating history and science 
of aviation and the experience of 
building the model help nurture a 
variety of skills.

52 x 42 
x 22 cm

(20.5” x 16.5” x 8”)

14 illustrated pages about key 
moments in the history and 
science of aviation.
Fun facts about airplanes and 
how they were developed.
A kit for a detailed model of 
the plane flown by the Red 
Baron.

Travel, Learn and Explore

BUILD AN AiRPlane-3D
The History of Aviation

Age:  - Authors: E. Tomè, V. Manuzzato - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Pages: 14
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Discover the history, operation and 
technology of trains! How were the 
old locomotives made?
What parts make up a train car? 
How fast do modern trains run? 
Jump aboard and learn the many 
wonders of one of the most widely 
used means of transportation in 
the world! Build a 3D model and 
see all the details of a wonderful 
locomotive!

58 x 14 x 11 cm
(23” x 5.5” x 4.3”)

Travel, Learn and Explore

BUILD A locomotiVe-3D
The History of Trains

Age:  - Authors: I. Trevisan, V. Manuzzato - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Pages: 14

Includes five boards with all the 
pieces to build a 3D model of 
the Jupiter locomotive!
Set includes a 14-page book 
on the fascinating history of 
trains.
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Age:  - Authors: E. Tomè, V. Manuzzato - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Pages: 14

Learn all about the technology and history of submersibles!
Check out the incredible instruments used to explore the ocean floor. Come 
aboard and begin the adventure! Includes a book packed with information 
and all the pieces you need to assemble your own 3D model!

Travel, Learn and Explore

sUBmArINe-3D

55 x 15 cm
(21.6” x 5.9”)
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Age:  - Authors: I. Trevisan, V. Facci, V. Manuzzato - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Pages: 14

Learn all about 
the technology 
and history of the 
vehicles that allow 
humans to explore 
space! What is a space 
suit? Learn about the 
countdown! Read the 
book, then build your 
own 3D model of a 
futuristic spaceship!

Travel, Learn and Explore

sPAceship-3D

46 x 12 cm
(18” x 4.7”)
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Age:  - Authors: I. Trevisan, A. Borgo - Box: 34.5 x 24.5 x 3.5 cm (13.6” x 9.6” x 1.3”) - Pages: 14
Publication date: April 2018

Travel, Learn and Explore

leoNArDo Da VincI’s 
waR machINes - 3D

Are you familiar with Leonardo da Vinci, the famous genius of the 
Renaissance? Do you know that, besides having painted the famous 
portrait of Mona Lisa, he was also a great inventor? Assemble and play 
with two of the machines da Vinci designed: the catapult and the crossbow. 
It seems incredible, but every detail of the models is meticulously 
reproduced from the inventor’s designs! Within this 16-page book, you 
will discover many interesting facts about the life and ideas of this great 
genius-inventor and learn how his inventions worked. You will discover 
that some of da Vinci’s ideas are still used today! 

A box containing a 14-page 
book to discover the history of 
Leonardo da Vinci’s machines.
The models have been studied 
to the smallest detail and 
designed according to Leonardo 
da Vinci’s original drawings. 
The machines really work!
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Age:  -Authors: V. Manuzzato, I. Trevisan - Dimensions: 21 x 29.7 cm - Pages: 10 
Publication date: November 2017

Pop-Up Above Below

natURe

Have you ever imagined the world in ‘vertical’? Every natural environment, 
in fact, can be seen from above to below, from the sky to the depths 
underground! Turn these pages to discover with the help of two wonderful 
pop-up scenes what’s above and what’s below: observe the tropical forest 
from the tops of the trees to the undergrowth below, the tropical sea from 
the surface to the ocean depths, the African desert from the dunes to the 
underground wells and the Arctic from the tips of the icebergs to their 
depths below the sea.

A book in A4 format for large and detailed pop- ups.
Text that is both educational and entertaining.
In each scene, the horizon line separates above from below for an 
interactive reading of discovery.

In Arizona, in the southwest of the United States, the Colorado 

River has carved out over the centuries an immense rocky 

gorge: the Grand Canyon. The Grand Canyon measures roughly 

450 kilometres long and nearly 2,000 metres deep! The canyon 

forms part of a large national park, where flora and fauna thrive 

among its orange-red rocks.
G R A N D
C A N Y O N

BALD EAGLE
Observing the canyon from 

above is the bald eagle, great 

bird of prey and symbol of 

the United States. When the 

bald eagle spreads its wings, 

the wingspan can measure 

up to two metres! It flies quite 

high but descends to the 

river to hunt trout.

BLACK WIDOW
Among the rocks of the 

canyon, the black widow 

weaves its web in wait for 

its prey. With a deadly bite, 

the black widow is the most 

poisonous spider in the 

world. Its body is black with a 

red mark in the shape of an 

hourglass.

COYOTE
Typical of this area is the 

coyote, which looks like a dog 

or a small wolf. It has grey 

to orange fur and a thick 

tail. The howl of the coyote 

echoes throughout the 

canyon.

BANANA YUCCA
This plant lives in arid 

environments and produces 

edible fruit similar to the 

banana. Native Americans 

used the roots of the banana 

yucca to make soap, ropes 

and brushes.  

ELK
The elk is a large deer 

of North America. It is 

‘bicoloured’, with a brown 

head and neck and a beige 

body. The male has large 

branched antlers, always with 

six points on each antler!

In South America is a forest of seven million square kilometres: the Amazon. Crossed by the great Amazon River, the Amazon forest is a wild and intricate jungle, the true ‘green lung’ of the planet! It is one of the places richest in biodiversity, home to an in redi le variet  of di erent spe ies

AMAZON
FOR E S T

SLOTH
The sloth is famous for its slowness! It sleeps as much as twenty hours a day, hanging from branches with its claws. The sloth stays so still that algae can grow on its wet fur over time.

RAFFLESIA
PINK DOLPHIN

CANOPY

he red flowers o  the ra esia are the lar est flowers on Earth: they can weigh ten kilograms! They are beautiful but ha e quite a horrible odour  the ra esia is called the ‘corpse flower’, because it smells li e rotted meat  

The top layer of the forest is called the ‘canop ’, ormed b  the olia e o  the trees and the tangle of branches, leaves and vines. The canopy cover is so dense that not even light can pass through!

In the waters of the Amazon River swims a cetacean of particular colour…pink! The pink dolphin is a rare species, found in the rivers of South America. People of the Amazon believe the pink dolphin is magic.
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Age:  - Authors: A. Borgo, E. Tomè - Dimensions: 21 x 29.7 cm - Pages: 10
Publication date: November 2017

Pop-Up Above Below

the citY

How fun it is to walk in the city, the city centre, public gardens or along the 
river...but have you ever imagined what lies hidden underground? Turn the 
illustrated pages of this fantastic pop-up book to wander above and below 
the city and discover the secret and mysterious world beneath the streets!

A 10-page book in A4 format.
Two detailed pop-up scenes that reveal the secrets of the 
underground world of the city.
Captivating captions that explain each image in detail.

ouTsiDe The CiTy
utside the ig metropolis, there are more isolated, smaller lo ations, 

surrounded  nature, where people an live and whi h provide essential 

servi es  s hools, shops and transportation, like pu li  

uses  ere life is uieter than in the metropolis, 

with less tra  and more spa e for i le riding

CryptModern cities 
sometimes sit on sites of 

ancient settlements. It is 

not unusual that under 
the historic buildings 
there may be secret rooms 

and passages, used, for 
example, to evacuate the 

city in case of danger!

Laundry To make the best 

use of space dedicated to 

family hygiene, nothing is 

better than an underground 

laundry to wash clothes 
and then set them in a 

perfumed warm press to dry.

Bank Under watchful eyes, 

large amounts of money, 

precious objects and jewels 

are secured. To access 
your treasures, you need 

special passwords or keys.

CeLLar Cool, dry rooms 
underground are great 
places to preserve food for 

months, such as vegetables 

and preserves, cure meats 

and age cheese. It can 
also be the ideal shelter 
for some animals, like mice 

and other small rodents.

The ConsTruCTion siTeThe city is always bustling with activity and in continual transformation. 

Here the need to build new streets and buildings, or to maintain existing 

structures, often means that there are many construction sites. These 

sites are easily seen, well marked by signs and barriers. Only those 

trained in this work can enter, but you can see cranes rising above 
the barriers or catch a peek at bulldozers and workers 

at their tasks!

exCavaTion When a construction site is opened in the city, it is necessary to secure the area. This means that only the construction workers have access to the area, where they can work undisturbed.
Drainage Digging in the ground we reach the drainage and sewage system, a continuous network of pipes that carry away the rainwater and wastewater from the buildings to dispose of it far from the city. This system is an ancient invention.

arChaeologiCal FinDs While digging in the subsoil, it is not uncommon to discover artefacts of earlier civilizations that lived in the area. These artefacts are the cultural heritage of the city and are placed in the care of the city museums.
Tunnels o help tra c run smoothly in the city, tunnels and underground car parks are constructed.

Fossils Digging deep in the earth, under the foundations of the houses, fossil remains of animals and plants of the past emerge. They are important records of the climate and environments that form the area.
MagMa If the workers dug farther, for kilometres and kilometres, under the earth’s crust, they would reach the mantel, a silicate (‘salt’) rocky layer. The movements of the mantel cause earthquakes on the surface. Reaching this layer, however, is not possible for us, because the heat would be unbearable!
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Learn all about the four seasons. 
Nature works its magic as the Earth 
revolves around the sun.
Explore spring, summer, autumn 
and winter. See the animals respond 
to the changing seasons as you play 
with this fun and colorful pop-up 
book.

Travel the world and learn about 
the Earth’s habitats with this 360° 
pop-up book. Which animals race 
across the savanna? Which species 
can survive at the South Pole? Read 
the book and look at all the beautiful 
creatures that live on our planet!

Age:  - Book: 21 x 29.7 cm (8.3” x 11.9”) - Pages: 8

360° Pop-up

the four seAsoNs
Author: Matteo Gaule

ANImALs of the woRLD
Author: Valentina Manuzzato
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Age:  - Book: 21 x 29.7 cm (8.3” x 11.9”) - Pages: 8

360° Pop-up

the ocean
Authors: Matteo Gaule, Nadia Fabris

the uNIVerse
Authors: Matteo Gaule, Nadia Fabris

Learn lots of fun facts as you explore 
this fantastic pop-up book! Four 
different subject areas will help you 
learn all about the mysteries of the 
universe, the planets in our solar 
system, the stars, black holes and 
galaxies in the cosmos!

Learn lots of fun facts as you 
explore this fantastic pop-up book! 
Four different subject areas will help 
you learn about the origins of the 
oceans, tropical waters, cold waters 
and the animals who live in the 
deep.
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Our planet is home to an astonishing number of different
habitats and environments, from polar ice caps to forests to
savannas, and each is a world to discover!
Assemble the oval puzzle to see the interesting animals that
live on each continent, then read the book to learn fascinating
facts about the creatures that inhabit the Earth.

Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 21.5 x 30 x 6 cm (8.4” x 11.8” x 2.3”) - Pages: 14

Travel, Learn and Explore

the woRLD of ANImALs
Book and puzzle 70 x 48 cm (27.5” x 19”) 200 pieces 

+ 12 special pieces to make a fantastic 3D map!
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Hundreds of millions of years ago, dinosaurs roamed the 
Earth. Some were dangerous carnivores; others were large 
herbivores. There were flying dinosaurs and dinosaurs that 
lived in the water. They dominated the land, sky and sea. 
Assemble the puzzle and then read all about the impressive 
beasts of the Cretaceous Period in the Mesozoic Era!

Age:  - Author: Alberto Borgo - Box: 21.5 x 30 x 6 cm (8.4” x 11.8” x 2.3”) - Pages: 14

Travel, Learn and Explore

the woRLD of Dinosaurs
Book and puzzle 70 x 48 cm (27.5” x 19”) 200 pieces 

+ 12 special pieces to make a fantastic 3D map!
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Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 21.5 x 30 x 6 cm (8.4” x 11.8” x 2.3”) - Pages: 14
Publication date: September 2017

Travel, Learn and Explore

the hUman BoDY
Book and shaped puzzle 75 x 32 cm (30” x 13”) 200 pieces 

with 10 special pieces

Explore and learn all about the human body!
Discover all there is to know about the skeleton, muscles, 
circulation, respiration, digestion, and the brain.
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Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 21.5 x 30 x 6 cm (8.4” x 11.8” x 2.3”) - Pages: 14
Publication date: November 2017

Travel, Learn and Explore

from the eaRTh to the mooN
Book and puzzle 50 x 50 cm (20” x 20”) 200 pieces 

+ 12 special pieces to make a fantastic 3D map!

Between the Earth and 
the Moon is a mysterious 
space with secrets yet to be 
revealed. Take a journey 
beyond the atmosphere to 
discover many curiosities 
about artificial satellites, 
space debris, planets, the 
Earth and the Moon, and 
humanity’s journey to reach 
the Moon.
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Travel the world to learn all about the 
most interesting things on our beautiful 
planet! Take an exciting trip through 
two hemispheres. Check out how 
deep the oceans are and get a close-up 
look at the world’s largest and most 
ferocious animals. Learn about our most 
interesting and impressive buildings! 
Read all kinds of facts in the book, then 
test your memory by assembling a 
205-piece puzzle!

Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 27.5 x 23.5 x 9 cm (10.8” x 9.2” x 3.5”) - Book: 15 x 21 cm - Pages: 32

Travel, Learn and Explore

the eaRTh
Oval puzzle 96 x 68 cm (37.8” x 26.8”) 

205 pieces and a book
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Take a fascinating tour of the human body! How does 
your respiratory system work? What kind of bones 
make up a skeleton? How does food get digested? How 
many cells does one body contain? Put together the 
detailed puzzle and read the book to learn all about the 
cycle of life and the human body!

Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 27.5 x 23.5 x 9 cm (10.8” x 9.2” x 3.5”) - Book: 15 x 21 cm (5.9” x 8.2”) - Pages: 32

Travel, Learn and Explore

the hUman BoDY
Shaped puzzle 130 cm (51”) long 
200 pieces + 10 special oversize 

pieces and a book!
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Go on an adventure in space like a real 
astronaut! Put together the 205 pieces 
of a fantastic puzzle, read the book and 
learn all about our universe. What are 
Saturn’s rings made of? How far is the 
Earth from the sun? How many moons 
does Jupiter have? Look how big the 
Milky Way is, observe the craters on the 
moon, follow comets as they sail through 
the sky and let your imagination race 
through the galaxies!

Age:  - Authors: Matteo Gaule, Nadia Fabris - Box: 27.5 x 23.5 x 9 cm (10.8” x 9.2” x 3.5”) 
Book: 15 x 21 cm (5.9” x 8.2”) - Pages: 32

Travel, Learn and Explore

sPAce - the solaR sYsTem
Oval puzzle 98 x 67 cm (38.5” x 26”) 

205 pieces and a book
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Age:  - Author: Milena Zanotelli - Box: 27.5 x 23.5 x 9 cm (10.8” x 9.2” x 3.5”) - Book: 15 x 21 cm - Pages: 32

Travel, Learn and Explore

u.s.A.
Oval puzzle 96 x 68 cm (37.8” x 26.8”) 

205 pieces and a book

Discover a country that goes from sea 
to sea. Its fifty states occupy half of the 
North American continent: from the 
ice fields of Alaska to the beaches of 
California, and from the skyscrapers 
of Manhattan to the canyons of 
Arizona. Explore all the attractions and 
curiosities of this magnificent land!
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Learn lots of fun facts about Italy! Journey from Milan 
to Venice, from Florence to Rome, and all the way to 
the ancient Greek temples of Agrigento. Italy is full of 
fascinating history!

Take a fascinating trip down the Nile to discover all the 
secrets of ancient Egypt! Look how tall the Pyramid of 
Cheops is! Learn to recognize hieroglyphics! Explore 
the ancient tombs of the pharaohs and learn all about 
daily life in the shadow of the mysterious Sphinx! 

Age:  - Box: 27.5 x 23.5 x 9 cm (10.8” x 9.2” x 3.5”) - Book: 15 x 21 cm (5.9” x 8.2”) - Pages: 32

Travel, Learn and Explore

ITALy
Round puzzle, diameter  70 cm (27”) 210 pieces and book 
Author: Matteo Gaule

ANcieNt eGyPt
Shaped puzzle 96 x 68 cm (37.8” x 26.8”) 200 pieces and a book
Authors: Matteo Gaule, Nadia Fabris
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How does an airport work? How does the luggage move 
along the belt? Learn all the steps that need to be taken in 
the control tower for an airplane to take off. Fasten your 
seatbelts and get ready to fly high!

Discover the gigantic reptiles who dominated the 
Earth millions of years ago! See how a fossil is made 
and what makes the species different from each other. 
Learn the names of the major dinosaurs from the 
Jurassic Era and all the fascinating details about them!

Age:  - Box: 27.5 x 23.5 x 9 cm (10.8” x 9.2” x 3.5”) - Book: 15 x 21 cm (5.9” x 8.2”) - Pages: 32

Travel, Learn and Explore

the AiRPort
Oval puzzle 96 x 68 cm (37.8” x 26.8”) 205 pieces and a book
Author: Simon Miller

Dinosaurs
Oval puzzle 96 x 68 cm (37.8” x 26.8”) 205 pieces and a book
Author: Simon Miller
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Age:  - Authors: Moira Butterfield, Ed Myer - Book: 22 x 24 cm (8.6” x 9.4”) - Pages: 12
Publication date: September 2017

Moonlight Books

machINes

the hUman BoDY

How is a Formula 1 car made? How does a fire engine work?
Find answers to these questions and more, discover 
everything there is to know about cars and vehicles then use 
the magic torch to uncover more than 60 hidden details!

Discover curious facts about the human body, learn how
various body parts function, and find, with the help of a magic
lens, over 60 hidden objects. Explore all there is to know about
the human body’s different systems—nervous, circulatory,
digestive, muscular, and skeletal—and learn how the body’s
various organs work.
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Age:  - Authors: Moira Butterfield, Ed Myer - Book: 22 x 24 cm (8.6” x 9.5”) - Pages: 12

Moonlight Books

AmAZING woRLD

treasURe hUnT

Read all the facts about the most surprising places on Earth 
and use the magic torch to find more than 60 hidden items!
Learn all about the animals that live in the Grand Canyon and 
the rainforest. Find out what happens inside a volcano and on 
the ocean floor, and visit Mammoth Caves in America.

Enter ancient tombs, Egyptian pyramids and mysterious palaces 
that conceal stupendous treasures from the past. Move your 
magic torch to explore the marvelous archeological finds from 
Pompeii, Italy, the Terracotta Army of China, the shipwrecked 
Mary Rose in England and the Knossos palace in Greece.
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Age:  - Authors: I. Trevisan, A. Borgo - Box: 21 x 29.7 cm (8.27” x 11.69”) - Pages: 32
Publication date: September 2017

Lens Books

Our Cities
 yesTerDay AND toDay

Big cities are packed with buildings and monuments that have become 
symbols known all over the world. Rome has the Colosseum; Paris has the 
Eiffel Tower, and all it takes is a glimpse of the Statue of Liberty to think of 
New York. But what did these and other cities look like before those iconic 
structures existed? And how were they designed and built? Use a three-color 
lens to see maps of the world’s major cities and the locations of their most 
famous buildings and monuments, then take a look at how these celebrated 
cities have changed over time and how their histories have been written.

LENS BOOK

MO
VE

 TH
E M

AG
IC 

LEN
S IN

 THREE COLOURS AND OBSERVE THE CITIES OF THE PRESENT AND THE PAST!

OUR CITIES

YESTERDAY
AND TODAY

This innovative 
book shows the 
world’s most 
famous buildings 
from a unique point 
of view.
The text is 
educational, clear 
and appealing.
Magic three-color 
lens included!

With a magic 
3-colored lens 

included!

With the blue lens, display 
the map of Paris and discover 

where the Eiffel Tower stands.
Look through the green 

lens and see the Eiffel 
Tower in all its glory!

Move the red lens and 
observe the construction of 

the famous tower!

2 3

LA VILLE LUMIÈRE
Paris, the ‘City of Lights’, is divided into twenty 
arrondissements, or ‘departments’. The first is 
located at the centre of the city, and from there the 
arrondissements spiral outward in a clockwise 
direction. Districts develop along the banks of the 
Seine, which divides the city into two zones: the Right 
Bank with its major historical monuments and the Left 
Bank with its intellectual and artistic neighbourhoods.

TODAY
The tower was to be dismantled twenty years after 
its construction, and many Parisians of the time did 
not mind: the ‘Iron Lady’ was, in fact, considered a 
modern ‘disgrace’ among the historic buildings of 
Paris. In reality, however, the tower had met enormous 
success with the public and became a symbol of 
the city. The tower was therefore not demolished, 
also because its summit in the meanwhile had 
been equipped with a radio antenna essential for 
telecommunications. Today the Eiffel Tower is the 
most photographed monument in the world.

1887-1889
In 1889, Paris hosted the International Exposition, 
or World’s Fair, a global event that introduced the 
different scientific and engineering inventions of 
the nineteenth century. The Eiffel Tower, designed 
by Gustave Eiffel, was built at the entrance of the 
exhibition area near the Seine, at the Champ de Mars. 
Its construction, which lasted two years, formed an 
iron structure weighing 10,000 tonnes and with a 
height of 324 metres.

PARIS
The French capital is one of the most famous 
cities in the world, renowned for its history, 
art, culture, cuisine and romantic ambiance—a 
wonderful city visited by millions. Intersected 
by the Seine, one of the most important 
rivers of France, Paris was founded many 
centuries ago by the Romans upon the 
ancient settlements of Gallic tribes and was 
given the Latin name Lutetia. Throughout 
its history, Paris has grown significantly, 
today becoming the most populated city in 
France. Among its many national and cultural 
symbols, recognised throughout the world, 
are the celebrated Gothic cathedral of Notre 
Dame, the Louvre Museum, the prestigious 
avenue of the Champs-Élysées, the basilica of 
Sacré-Coeur (Sacred Heart) and the Georges 
Pompidou Centre. There is also the lively 
atmosphere of the Latin Quarter, with its many 
bistros and restaurants, and of Montmartre, 
where artists, writers and musicians live 
and work. The true national symbol of Paris, 
however, is the Eiffel Tower, which dominates 
the panorama of the city.

THE EIFFEL TOWER
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Age:  - Authors: V. Facci, A. Borgo - Box: 21 x 29.7 cm (8.27” x 11.69”) - Pages: 32 
Publication date: September 2017

Lens books

ANImALs
Browse the pages of this fun illustrated book to read curious facts about 
the animals that inhabit our planet. Did you know that reptiles are ‘cold 
blooded’? Do you know how mammals are different from other classes of 
animals? What is the difference between vertebrates and invertebrates? A 
lens in three colours (red, green and blue) reveals the different themes on 
each page. Discover, learn and have fun with Sassi Science Lens Books!

LENS BOOK

ANIMALS

MO
VE

 TH
E M

AGIC LENS AND OBSERVE THE WONDERS OF ANIMALS!

Three different 
lenses to make 
discoveries about 
animals on each 
page.
A book of scientific 
games to inspire 
curiosity in learning.
Filled with innovative 
and detailed 
illustrations of the 
animal world.

With a magic 
3-colored lens 

included!

Snakes, crocodiles, turtles 
and other reptiles will stand out 

through the blue lens.
With the green lens, discover 
many types of birds: find the 

parrot, the sea- gull, the golden 
eagle and many more!

Through the red lens, on the 
other hand, discover all the 

most famous mammals, such as 
the jaguar, the elephant 

and the kangaroo!
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FROM CATERPILLAR TO BUTTERFLY
The birth of a butterfly is a small miracle 
of nature: this spectacular creature with 
multi-coloured wings, in fact, is only the last 
stage of a long transformation, which starts 
with a simple caterpillar. The process of 
metamorphosis begins with the laying of the 
eggs; after 3 to 5 days, a caterpillar is born. 
To become a butterfly, the caterpillar works 
for about a week to spin itself a silk cocoon. 
Within its casing, the caterpillar becomes, 
after about ten days, a chrysalis; when the 
cocoon finally breaks open, out comes a 
beautiful butterfly.

 CHRYSALIS
The caterpillar produces a silk thread 
and spins a casing around its body that 
surrounds and firmly attaches it. From 
within, the chrysalis develops, which, 
when mature, already has the head and 
abdomen of a typical butterfly.

 CATERPILLAR
The caterpillar has a soft, full body with 
small legs positioned under the abdomen 
that help it move. The caterpillar grows 
quickly and therefore needs a lot of food: 
eating leaves and even the empty eggshell 
from which it was born.

 BUTTERFLY
When the butterfly is ready, it breaks open 
the cocoon and flies away. Butterflies have 
six legs and four wings, two major and 
two minor; the wings may assume very 
different sizes and colours depending on 
the tiny scales that cover them.

Age:  - Authors: AA.VV. - Box: 21 x 29.7 cm (8.27” x 11.69”) - Pages: 32

Lens Books

natURe

With a magic 
3-colored lens 

included!

Observe the small and large phenomena of nature with the help of a magic 
lens! Looking through three different colours, discover within each scenario 
different stages or points of view for the most curious natural wonders of our 
planet! Like a true scientist, discover the water cycle, the growht of plants, 
seasons, volcanoes, fossils and many other features of natural world!

Move the lens on the page! 
Each colour will show you 

something different...

This innovative 
book shows the 
world’s most 
famous buildings 
from a unique point 
of view.
The text is 
educational, clear 
and appealing.
Magic three-color 
lens included!
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Age:  - Authors: AA.VV. - Box: 21 x 29.7 cm (8.27” x 11.69”) - Pages: 32

Lens books

the hUman BoDY

Observe the wondeful “machine” that is the human boy with the help of a 
magic lens! Looking through three different colours, discover within each 
scenario the various apparatus, bones, muscles and all the components that 
form and run our body!

Move the lens on the
page and discover how

the human body works!
Each colour will show you

something different...

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 
The cardiovascular system regulates 
circulation of the blood and comprises three 
main parts: blood vessels, blood and the 
heart. The heartbeat regulates blood flow 
and keeps it constantly circulating. 
The heart, in fact, is a striated but involuntary 
muscle, in that it contracts autonomously 
and functions like a pump, pushing the five 
litres of blood we have around our bodies. 

 HEART
The heart is a striated, hollow muscular organ, 
divided into four chambers, two atria - one right 
and one left - in the upper part, and two ventricles 
in the lower part - again one right and one left. 

 VEINS 

Veins have the job of carrying blood from all 
parts of the body back to the heart. The blood 
transported typically contains waste products. 

 OXYGEN EXCHANGE
The heart directs every aspect of blood flow: the 
lungs and heart, for example, are connected by 
the pulmonary veins which regulate the exchange 
between oxygen-rich blood and blood containing 
carbon dioxide. 

With a magic 
3-colored lens 

included!
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Welcome to Beijing, the capital of China! Discover this enormous 
and fascinating city full of historic buildings and modern 
constructions, with a very long story. Assemble the puzzle and 
read lot of fun facts about the ancient Forbidden City, Tiananmen 
Square, the Drum and Bell Towers, the beautiful ‘Bird’s Nest’ and 
learn all about the ancient chinese emperors!

Age:  - Author: Milena Zanotelli - Box: 25 x 35 x 4.5 cm (9.8” x 13.7” x 1.7”) - Book: 25 x 35 cm (9.8” x 13.7”) - Pages: 22

Travel, Learn and Explore

BeIJING
Book and 140-piece puzzle + 10 shaped pieces to insert
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Depart on a voyage with Sassi Science to discover London, capital 
of the United Kingdom! Turn the pages to learn about the history 
of the city, and share in the frenetic and exciting life of the 
Londoners! Assemble the puzzle and locate London’s most famous 
buildings and attractions!

Age:  - Authors: V. Facci, M. Gaule, N. Fabris - Box: 25 x 35 x 4.5 cm (9.8” x 13.7” x 1.7”) - Book: 25 x 35 cm (9.8” x 13.7”) - Pages: 22
Publication date: November 2017

Travel, Learn and Explore

londoN
Book and 140-piece puzzle + 10 shaped pieces to insert
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Learn everything you ever wanted to know about Rome! The 
Eternal City is waiting to be discovered. Travel its ancient streets to 
visit the Colosseum. Walk in the shadow of the dome of St. Peter’s 
Basilica. Stroll down the Spanish Steps. Enjoy the lively street life 
in Trastevere, and fall in love with Italian food! Read the book, then 
test your memory by finding all of the famous sights in Italy’s capital 
in the puzzle!

Age:  - Authors: Matteo Gaule, Nadia Fabris - Box: 25 x 35 x 4.5 cm (9.8” x 13.7” x 1.7”)
Book: 25 x 35 cm (9.8” x 13.7”) - Pages: 22

Travel, Learn and Explore

Rome
Book and 140-piece puzzle + 10 shaped pieces to insert
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Marvel at all that the city of Paris has to offer! Learn about the 
famous sights in the French capital. Do you know how tall the Eiffel 
Tower is? Do you know how the pyramid at the Louvre was built? 
Look at the spires of Notre-Dame, stroll down the Champs-Élysées, 
take a ride on a bateau-mouche and taste the city’s celebrated 
macarons! Assemble the puzzle and read all about Paris in the 
fantastic book about the City of Light!

Age:  - Authors: Matteo Gaule, Nadia Fabris - Box: 25 x 35 x 4.5 cm (9.8” x 13.7” x 1.7”)
Book: 25 x 35 cm (9.8” x 13.7”) - Pages: 22

Travel, Learn and Explore

paRis
Book and 140-piece puzzle + 10 shaped pieces to insert
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Developed with the help of a child psychologist, SASSI FAMILY games involve 
children in activities that help them develop their memories, improve the 

mind-body connection and share their thoughts and feelings. 
Everybody’s a winner when families spend time together, relaxing, 

sharing and having fun!

Listening is one of the greatest 
gifts you can give.
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sWeet Dreams
A Sharing and Listening Family Game
Age:  
Authors: Shani Zukerman & Carmit Albeck 
Players: 2+
Time: 15 minutes 

Imagination

Choco would like you to 
imagine something nice 
that you’d like to do 
tomorrow and tell him 
about it.

Toffee wants you to smile 
and think of something that 
upset you. Now talk about 
what upset you, but don’t 
stop smiling…

Sharing

Compliment

Marshmallow the cat 
would like you to tell one 
of the other players two 
things that player does 
particularly well. 

 Good digestionposition

Marshmallow invites you to sit 
on your knees (your bottom on 
your heels and your toes on the 
floor) and count to 5.

Yawn

Toffee the monkey invites 

you to yawn with your 

mouth open big and wide.

Choco the elephant invites you to give a nice hug to one of the other players or to yourself, your choice...

Hug

calm me
The Body-Mind Memory Game
Age:  
Authors: Shani Zukerman & Carmit Albeck 
Players: 2+
Time: 15 minutes 

Dreams AND laDders
An Educational Game for Kids
Age:  
Authors: Shani Zukerman & Carmit Albeck 
Players: 2-4
Time: 15 minutes 

My 
Da

y

Tim
wants to hear 

about a 

beautiful 
thing
you saw today

M y J

o k
er

Liam
invites you 
to turn 
over
two cards
(instead of one)

M y  F a m
il

y

Anna
wants you
to complete
this sentence:
"It’s good to 
have my family 
because…"

DiscoVer me
The Best Way to Discover Each Other
Age: 
Authors: Shani Zukerman & Carmit Albeck 
Players: 2-6
Time: 15 minutes
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sassI familY DisPlay

A handy stand for displaying the entire range 

of Sassi Family educational games attractively 

and neatly.

The appealing layout and clear images provide 

a unique way to convey the message and 

contents!

The stand has room 

for three copies of each 

of four Sassi Family products.

Base: 29.5 x 38.5 cm (11.6” x 15.1”)

Height: 40.5 cm (15.9”)
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Age:  - Authors: Ester Tomè, Nadia Fabris - Dimensions: 22,5 x 27,5 cm - Pages: 32
Publication date: November 2017

Die-Cut Reading

litTle ReD RiDinG hood

Read a great classic of children’s stories in an innovative 
format. This 32-page book with beautiful laser illustrations 
lets readers enjoy the fairytale in a whole new way! 

A captivating tale, a timeless classic.
6 finely laser-decorated pages.
Original and stylish illustrations.

6 Laser illustrated 
Pages
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Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Dimensions: 22,5 x 27,5 cm - Pages: 32
Publication date: November 2017

Die-Cut Reading

6 Laser illustrated 
Pages

hanseL AND GreTeL

Discover this wonderful classic fairytale, featuring new and 
fantastic laser illustrations to experience the full adventure 
of the story today.

A captivating tale, a timeless classic.
6 finely laser-decorated pages.
Original and stylish illustrations.
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The residents of the farm are waiting to welcome you! 
Assemble the puzzle and read the rhyming story to 
learn about farm animals and their day on the farm.

A giant puzzle of 30 pieces adapted for the smallest hands.
A beautifully illustrated story about a farm and its animals.
An amusing rhyming text about the animals’ day on the farm.

Cecilia
BottaNot sold separately

© Sassi Junior

TH
E FARM

THE 
   FARM

Puzzle size: 
62 x 45 cm
(24.5” x 17.7”)
30 pieces

Age:  - Author: Cecilia Botta - Box: 11 cm (4.3”) high; diameter 19 cm (7.5”) - Pages: 10
Publication date: November 2017

Book and Giant Puzzle

the faRm
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Puzzle size: 
62 x 45 cm
(24.5” x 17.7”)
30 pieces

ANImALs of AfRica

Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Box: 11 cm (4.3”) high; diameter 19 cm (7.5”) - Pages: 10
Publication date: November 2017

Book and Giant Puzzle

Under the burning sun of Africa live the most 
wonderful animals of the savanna. Assemble the puzzle 
and discover a bathing elephant, a giraffe nibbling the 
leaves of tall trees, and a hippopotamus playing in a 
pond. Then find all your favourite characters in the 
small 10-page book.

A fantastic puzzle with 30 large easy-to-assemble pieces.
A small book that introduces the main characters of the puzzle.
An easy-to-carry box for storing the puzzle and book--and starting the fun all 
over again!

Not sold separately
© Sassi Junior
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OF AFRICA
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Open the magic cylinder and step into the fantastic 
world of ghosts! Read the board book to follow their 
adventures, then put together a giant puzzle. These 
ghosts haunt an old house, where they play and laugh 
and have so much fun!

New attractive packaging.
A convenient, easy-to-carry box makes it a snap to get organized.
Big puzzle with oversized pieces perfect for developing children’s dexterity.
A cute book with lively illustrations that feature the characters in the puzzle.
 A 10-page rhyming story that nurtures listening skills.

Not sold separately
© Sassi Junior

    The GHOST House
The GHOST House 

Puzzle size: 
62 x 45 cm
(24.5” x 17.7”)
30 pieces

Age:  - Author: Valentina Manuzzato - Box: 11 cm (4.3”) high; diameter 19 cm (7.5”) - Pages: 10

Book and Giant Puzzle

the Ghost house
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Puzzle size: 
62 x 45 cm
(24.5” x 17.7”)
30 pieces

DrAGoNs IN the foResT

Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Box: 11 cm (4.3”) high; diameter 19 cm (7.5”) - Pages: 10

Book and Giant Puzzle

Dragons live in a forest, where they play all day with 
each other and their animal friends. They love to 
breathe fire! Sometimes they even cook their own 
dinner, and other times they nap to gather their 
strength—all under the watchful eye of their mother!

New attractive packaging.
A convenient, easy-to-carry box makes it a snap to get organized.
Big puzzle with oversized pieces perfect for developing children’s dexterity.
A cute book with lively illustrations that feature the characters in the puzzle.
A 10-page rhyming story that nurtures listening skills.
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A friendly doll lives in her own pink and white 
dollhouse. She likes to relax in the living room, read 
a book in the bedroom, bake cookies in the kitchen 
and get cleaned up in the bathroom! Put together this 
charming dollhouse and peek through the windows, 
then open it wide and get a good look at all the rooms. 
Arrange the furniture any way you like!

Age:  - Authors: V. Facci, N. Fabris - Box: 30 x 25 x 3 cm (11.8” x 9.8” x 1.2”) - Pages: 10
Publication date: September 2017

3D Carton

DolLs’ house - 3D

BOOK 
+ 3D MODEL

Size:
18 x 25 x 27 cm

(7” x 10” x 10.5”)
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Learn all about life on the farm! Build a farm out of 
colorful cardboard pieces and play with the six figures. 
You can lend the farmer a hand. Place the hay in the 
hayloft, or take the cows out to graze. Feed the hens 
and fix the fence, and when night falls close the doors 
and windows so everyone can sleep tight! 

Age:  - Authors: E. Tomè, V. Manuzzato - Box:  30 x 25 x 3 cm (11.8” x 9.8” x 1.2”) - Pages: 10 

3D Carton

the faRm - 3D

BOOK 
+ 3D MODEL

Size:
27 x 20 x 21 cm
(10.6” x 7.8” x 8.2”)
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Age:  - Author: Alberto Borgo - Box: 30 x 25 x 3 cm (11.8” x 9.8” x 1.2”) - Pages: 10
Publication date: October 2017

3D Carton

monsteR house - 3D

On the night of the full moon, we hear strange noises 
in the house of ghosts: squeaks, whispers and cackling 
laughter... Help! The eyes of the black cat shine in the 
darkness, the vampire emerges from his crypt, the little 
ghost passes through the walls, the zombie wanders 
around the house. Build the model of the haunted 
house by assembling all the pieces, and set out to meet 
its frightful residents. Read the story and lift the flaps 
without getting frightened!

BOOK + 3D MODEL
Size: 30 x 28 x 29 cm

(11.8” x 11.4” x 11.4”)
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Includes 8 pieces 
of chalk 

and an eraser

Chalkboard Books
Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Book: 28 x 35 cm (11” x 13.7”) - Pages: 10

This large chalkboard book teaches drawing and helps children learn the 
basic concepts of the various times of day. Use colored chalk and have fun 
with the book’s stories about charming characters. 
When you finish drawing, you can wipe the chalkboard clean with a cloth 
and start all over again!

The city is busy with traffic! There are lots of stores and offices! In the street 
a police officer is writing a driver a ticket! This large chalkboard book all 
about the city comes with lots of colored chalk and has lots of room for you 
to have fun drawing your own city, just the way you like it!

Drawing and Colouring 
mY Day

Drawing and Colouring 
mY citY
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the prINcess BalL

Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 30 cm (11.8”) high; diameter 11 cm (4.3”) - Pages: 10 
Publication date: October 2017

Book and Giant Puzzle

The ballroom’s decorated, the candles have been 
lit, the guests have arrived: everything is ready 
for magical evening of the Grand Ball! 
The princesses are wearing their prettiest 
dresses: who will the prince choose for his wife? 
Join them in the castle, read the rhyming story 
and build the giant puzzle!

Puzzle size: 
50 x 40 cm
(19.6” x 15.7”)
100 pieces
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Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 30 cm (11.8”) high; diameter 11 cm (4.3”) - Pages: 10
Publication date: October 2017

Book and Giant Puzzle

The diggers and trucks are all in place: 
everything’s ready to start building! Read the 
story in the board book, learn about the vehicles 
working on site and build the giant jigsaw puzzle!

Puzzle size: 
50 x 40 cm
(19.6” x 15.7”)
100 pieces

constructioN site VehicLes
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ALIens

Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 30 cm (11.8”) high; diameter 11 cm (4.3”) - Pages: 10 

Book and Giant Puzzle

A spaceship lands on Mars and the passengers 
get off. They’re a group of funny aliens ready to 
get out and explore! What do they find on Mars? 
What adventure awaits? Put together the puzzle 
and read the story in the board book. You’ll make 
friends with some of the weirdest — and nicest — 
creatures in the universe!

Puzzle size: 
50 x 40 cm
(19.6” x 15.7”)
100 pieces
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piRates

Age:  - Author: Matteo Gaule - Box: 30 cm (11.8”) high; diameter 11 cm (4.3”) - Pages: 10

Book and Giant Puzzle

A pirate ship sails over the waves in search 
of treasure — not to mention adventure! Will 
Yellowbeard defeat the giant octopus, keep the 
ship on course and find the buried treasure? 
Put together the puzzle, then read the book and 
you’ll get to know the most daring crew ever to 
sail the seven seas!

Puzzle size: 
50 x 40 cm
(19.6” x 15.7”)
100 pieces
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Age:  - Box: 14.5 x 14.5 x 14.5 cm (5.7” x 5.7” x 5.7”)
Book: 10.5 x 10.5 cm (4.1” x 4.1”) - Pages: 10

Eco-Blocks

pLAY AND 
leArn
Author: Mathew Neil

mY fiRst 
ALphABeT
Author: Mathew Neil
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Age:  - Box: 14.5 x 14.5 x 14.5 cm (5.7” x 5.7” x 5.7”) 
Book: 10.5 x 10.5 cm (4.1” x 4.1”) - Pages: 10

Eco-Blocks

mY fiRst 
nUmBers
Author: Irene Guerrieri

natURe 
eco-BLocKs
Author: Mathew Neil
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Assemble and Build - Giant 3D puzzle and book
Age:  - Box: 32 x 25 x 8 cm (12.6” x 9.8” x 3”) - Book: 15 x 12 cm (5.9” x 4.7”) - Pages: 10

the RockeT
Author: Mathew Neil 

mY Kitchen
Author: Milena Zanotelli 

Put on your spacesuit, fire the rocket engines and 
take off on a speedy moon rocket to explore space! 
Assemble the 3D puzzle to make a fantastic spaceship 
that will take you to the moon! Take a close-up look 
at the stars and planets, conduct research and travel 
with a robot explorer!

Cooking is fun! Read the rhyming story and learn 
what’s stored in the pantry. Make sure there’s milk
in the refrigerator, and assemble your 3D puzzle!
Get creative and have fun coming up with new 
recipes for dishes to feed your family!
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Assemble and Build - Giant 3D puzzle and book
Age:  - Box: 32 x 25 x 8 cm (12.6” x 9.8” x 3”) - Book: 15 x 12 cm (5.9” x 4.7”) - Pages: 10

fiRefiGhteRs
Author: Simon Miller

noAh’s ArK
Author: Mathew Neil

Build Noah’s Ark to save the 
animals from the flood! Add 
the zebras, elephants, giraffes, 
rhinoceroses and all the other 
animals on the ark. Finish your 
project with a beautiful white 
dove! In the lovely illustrated 
book, read the story of Noah 
and all the animals he saved! 
Build a big ark with the animals, 
travel over giant waves and 
escape from the flood!

Build a 3D truck and help the 
firefighters put out fires! A 
case made of environmentally 
friendly materials holds 
everything you need to make 
a 3D fire truck more than 40 
centimeters (15 inches) tall. 
Included in the set is a 10-
page rhyming book perfect for 
young readers!
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Assemble and Build - Giant 3D puzzle and book
Age:  - Author: Nadia Fabris - Box: 32 x 25 x 8 cm (12.6” x 9.8” x 3”) - Book: 15 x 12 cm (5.9” x 4.7”) - Pages: 10

sanTA’s sLeiGh

Make Santa’s sleigh by assembling the 12 giant pieces, 
and let your imagination soar! The sleigh is filled with 
gifts, and Santa’s reindeer are really quite graceful!
A small 10-page book of a lovely Christmas story 
accompanies this 3D puzzle from the Sassi Junior 
collection.

 
30 x 58 x 14 cm
(12” x 23” x 5.5”)

Accompanied by an illustrated 10-page book!
A 3D puzzle adapted for little hands. 
A fun book for Christmas and perfect for 
those taking their first steps into the world of 
reading.
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the ANImAL tree
Age:  - Author: Nadia Fabris - Box: 28 x 22 x 6 cm 
(11” x 8.6” x 2.3”) - Puzzle: 60 x 45 cm (23.5” x 17.5”) 
Book: 13 x 13 cm (5” x 5”) - Pages: 10

30 easy-to-assemble pieces

the KNIGhTs’ casTle
Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Box: 28 x 25 x 8 cm 
(11” x 9.8” x 3”) - Puzzle: 60 x 90 cm (35.4” x 23.6”) 
Book: 15 x 12 cm (5.9” x 4.7”) - Pages: 10

60 easy-to-assemble pieces

JUnGle ANImALs
Age:  - Author: Simon Miller - Box: 28 x 25 x 8 cm 
(11” x 9.8” x 3”) - Puzzle: 85 x 55 cm (34” x 22”) 
Book: 13 x 13 cm (5” x 5”) - Pages: 10

35 easy-to-assemble pieces

natURe prINcesses
Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Box: 28 x 25 x 8 cm 
(11” x 9.8” x 3”) - Puzzle: 60 x 90 cm (35.4” x 23.6”) 
Book: 15 x 12 cm (5.9” x 4.7”) - Pages: 10

60 easy-to-assemble pieces

Giant Puzzles and Book
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Age:  - Case: 21 x 8 x 17.5 cm (8.2”x 3”x 6.8”) - Number of books: 8 (5 pages each)
Books: 7.5 x 12 x 2.5 cm (2.9”x 4.7”x 0.9”)

My First Library

Dinosaurs
Author: Mathew Neil

BaBY ANImALs
Author: Simon Miller

VehicLes
Author: Simon Miller

ReAd AND leArn
Author: Mathew Neil
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fLoWer faIrIes
Author: Nadia Fabris

monsteRs

Concentration Game and Book
Age:  - Box: 14 x 16 x 6.5 cm (5.5” x 6.3” x 2.5”) - Book: 13 x 13 cm (5.1” x 5.1”) - Pages: 10

daisy

DANDELION

LILY OF THE VALLEY

Book and Puzzle

the faRm
Case with book and four 20-piece puzzles

Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Box: 22 x 35 x 3 cm (8.6” x 13.7” x 1.2”) - Book: 20 x 30 cm (7.8” x 11.8”) - Pages: 12
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Age:  - Box: 10.2 x 25 x 7.5 cm (4” x 9.8” x 2.9”) - Book: 7.5 x 15 cm (2.9” x 5.9”) - Pages: 10

3 Stacking Eco-Blocks and Book

the ANImALs 
of AfRica
Author: Nadia Fabris

foResT 
ANImALs
Author: Simon Miller

mY litTle pets 
AND ANImALs
Author: Simon Miller

mY GaRdeN 
frIends
Author: Mathew Neil

Stacking Blocks and Book
Age:  - Box: 16 x 17.5 x 8 cm (6.3”x 6.8”x 3.1”) - Number of Blocks: 4 with 7.5 cm (2.9”) sides 

Book: 7.5 x 15 cm (2.9”x 5.9”) - Pages: 12
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Puzzle 2
Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Box: 22 x 19 x 5.5 cm (8.6” x 7.5” x 2”) - Book: 13 x 13 cm (5” x 5”) - Pages: 10

Large Animals 

oPposites

Construction Vehicles 

shAPes
Discover the fascinating world of construction vehicles while 
you learn all about shapes! Play with a rhinoceros, a pig, an 
elephant, a cow and a giraffe! Help these friendly animals 
drive an excavator, a cement mixer and a truck and move 
heavy bricks with a crane!

Learn about opposites with large animals: on top and below, 
big and small, dirty and clean, day and night, light and heavy. 
Read the book and have fun with large animals! Have fun 
assembling the 10 giant colorful pieces of PUZZLE 2 to make 
pictures of large animals and learn all about opposites.

MATHEW NEIL

cONsTrucTION 
VEHIcLEs

Mathew Neil

LArGE
  ANIMALs
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VehicLes

faRm ANImALs

Little Sound Stories
Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Box: 22.5 x 18.5 x 4 cm (8.8” x 7.5” x 1.5”) - Book: 9.5 x 17.5 cm (3.7” x 6.8”) - Pages: 10

There are lots of 
vehicles in a big city! 
How many sounds 
can you recognize? 
Press the piano keys 
and hear a loud 
police car siren, 
the whirring of 
helicopter blades, 
a ship pulling into 
port and horns 
blaring in traffic!

Listen to all the 
sounds that farm 
animals make and 
read their stories. 
Press the keys to 
hear the pig grunt 
and the horse neigh. 
What sound does a 
sheep make? When 
the rooster crows, 
it’s morning! When 
the cow moos, it’s tie 
to eat!

Press the 
keys to hear 

the sounds of 
vehicles!

Press the keys 
to hear the 
sounds that 
farm animals 

make!

Not sold separately
© Sassi Junior

LittLe Sound StoRieS - VeHiCLeS

VeHiCLeS
LittLe Sound StoRieS

LittLe Sound StoRieS

Not sold separately
© Sassi Junior

AniMALS
FARM

LittLe Sound StoRieS - FARM AniMALS



 ª 63 °

Pull-and-Play
Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Book: 20 x 25 cm (7.8” x 9.8”) - Pages: 10

hey! I can couNt

hey! I can ReAd

Age:  - Author: Mathew Neil - Book: 18 x 18 x 1.8 cm (7”x 7” x 0.7”) - Pages: 10

Touch, Explore and Learn

coloRs

ANImALs

Learn to count by opening the pages of 
this fantastic pull-and-play book! Learn 
to say the numbers from 1 to 10. Uncover 
numbers by pulling on pages that open like 
windows and teach you all you need to 
know about numbers! 

Learn the alphabet by playing with this 
fantastic pull-and-play book! Read the 
letters, then pull the page and find the 
animals hidden underneath! Open the big 
windows and on each page, letter after 
letter you’ll discover hidden animals and 
lots of fun!

Activity book with 
tactile surfaces 
and lift-up flaps



 ª 64 °  ª 64 °

DisPlay
 An attractive display to spotlight 

environmentally friendly 
Sassi Junior games: 

the easiest and best way 
to display our brightly 

colored products!

Base: 75 x 75 cm  (29.5” x 29.5”)
Height: 170 cm (67”)
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